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ABSTRACT: A new efficient channel assignment strategy is proposed for allocation of frequency to users
appearing in a mobile cellular network. The incoming calls are first allocated channel through the Fixed
Channel Allocation (FCA) scheme and if the channels in FCA set are exhausted the channels are allocated
using Dynamic Channel Allocation (DCA) scheme. The DCA strategy uses the algorihtm which is a
combination of Genetic Algorithm and Simulated Annealing. While Genetic Algorithm provides an optimized
solution for this NP hard problem, the simulated annealing is applied as a local search strategy to improve
the quality of the solution. The overall blocking probability is reduces as seen from the results.
Keywords: Cellular Networks, hybrid channel allocation, channels, blocking, Genetic Algorithm, Simulated
Annealing
and Simulated Annealing and is a new method of
I. INTRODUCTION
distributing the channels to a cellular network since it
With the development of the cellular mobile technology
utilizes the process of natural selection followed by
in the 1960s at the Bell Labs, mobile communications
local search method . This new scheme for channel
has become a promising field of expanse serving wider
allocation is developed and implemented as opposed
populations. With the exponential increase in the
to the log domain presented by Smith et. al.[2][3]. The
number of users, assigning frequencies to them with
performance of these schemes is analyzed by
good quality was a major challenge. To solve this
comparing the blocking probability for different
problem, the concept of cellular communication was
representative ratios involving different schemes of user
initiated. The cellular communication uses a small area
distribution. Simulated annealing (SA) is a generic
called cell. Each cell consists of a hexagonal area with a
probabilistic metaheuristic for the global optimization
base station at the center of the cell which forms a link
problem of locating a good approximation to the global
for communication between the users. To satisfy the
optimum of a given function in a large search space. It is
large demand of mobile telephone services, the
often used when the search space is discrete (e.g., all
frequency channels are needed to be assigned and
tours that visit a given set of cities). For certain
reused to minimize the interference. This concept is
problems, simulated annealing may be more efficient
referred to as the Channel Assignment Problem
than exhaustive enumeration — provided that the goal is
(CAP)[1]. Genetic algorithm (GA) was invented by
merely to find an acceptably good solution in a fixed
John Holland in the 1960s. In comparison with
amount of time, rather than the best possible solution.
evolution strategies and programming, Holland's goal
Simulated annealing is a branch of iterative
was not only to design algorithms to solve certain
improvement algorithms in which the basic idea is to
complicated problems, but to formally study the
start with an initial configuration (solution) and make
phenomenon of adaptation when it occurs in nature and
modifications to improve its quality. It starts with a set
to develop ways using which the mechanisms of natural
of configurations. A cost function is used to determine
adaptation could be imported into computer
the cost for each configuration.
systems.HGA is a combination of Genetic Algorithm
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To search for better solutions (in our case, the lower cost
the better), a neighborhood structure is defined on this
set of configurations. This neighborhood and the
tendency to accept worse moves is the most important
factors which led to its usefulness in mobile cellular
networks.
Frequency reuse concept comprises of using the
same frequency channel simultaneously with other cells
subject to the base transceiver station (BTS) distance.
However this technique would lead to EMC
interferences. Hence an efficient frequency reuse
pattern is necessary to minimize the interferences.
There are numbers of heuristics approaches being
suggested to overcome the channel assignment
problems based on fixed reuse distance concept such as
neural networks (NNs) in [1], simulated annealing (SA)
in [2], and genetic algorithm (GA)[9][10]. The
evolutionary algorithm (EA) approaches such as GA
outperforms other methods such as NNs, SA and TS, in
terms of the ability to explore information over search
spaces [6]. This type of algorithm can be used to solve
complicated optimization task, such as optimal-local,
multi-constrained and NP-complete problems [11].
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
In [4] by Y. Zhenhua, a modified immune genetic
algorithm to solve the problem of channel assignment in
cellular radio networks is presented. Three constraints
were considered for the channel assignment: the cochannel constraint, the adjacent constraint and the cosite
constraint. The objective is to obtain a conflict-free
channel assignment scheme among the cells, which
satisfies both the electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)
constraints and traffic demand requirements. The
minimum-separation encoding scheme was introduced
to meet the co-site constraint. The genetic
operators(crossover and mutation) was proposed to
ensure the traffic demand throughout the iterative
process. In order to increase the efficiency and velocity
of convergence, immune operators are given, such as
immune clone, vaccination, immune selection etc. To
void local optima, the elite strategy was used. Some
well-known benchmark problems were simulated. The
significant results indicate that the proposed algorithm is
a better approach for solving the channel assignment
problem.
Evolutionary algorithms can be applied to a variety
of constrained network communication problems with
centric type models. The paper [5] by Kleeman et. al.
shows that with real-world complex network
communication problems of this type, sophisticated
statistical search is required. This situation occurs due
to the fact that these optimization problems are at least
NP-complete. In order to appreciate the formal
modeling of realistic communication networks,
historical network design problems (NDPs) are
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presented and evolved into more complex real-world
models with associated deterministic and stochastic
solution approaches discussed. This discussion leads
into the design of an innovative multi-objective
evolutionary algorithm (MOEA) to solve a very
complex network design problem variation called the
multi commodity capacitated network design problem
(MCNDP).
Y.S. Chia in [13] Adaptive HCA using Simple
Genetic Algorithm: A Genetic Algorithm based
optimization in HCA scheme is proposed which is
capable to adapt the population size to the number of
eligible channels for a particular cell upon new call
arrivals in order to achieve faster convergence speed.
Besides, the proposed approach can handle both the
reassignment of existing calls as well as the allocation
of channel to a new call in an adaptive process to
maximize the utility of the limited frequency spectrum.
The simulation for both uniform and non uniform
traffic distributions on a 49-cells network model is
shown.
D K Singh in [22] A Dynamic Channel Assignment
using Modified Genetic Algorithm- The objective of
the Dynamic Channel Assignment problem considered
here is to assign a required number of channels to each
cell in a way to achieve both efficient frequency
spectrum utilization and minimization of interference
effects (by satisfying a number of channel reuse
constraints). Dynamic Channel Assignment (DCA)
assigns the channels to the cells dynamically according
to traffic demand, and hence, can provide higher
capacity (or lower call blocking probability), fidelity
and quality of service than the fixed assignment
schemes. Devising a DCA, that is practical, efficient,
and which can generate high quality allocations, is
challenging and is studied in this paper.
III.
HYBRID
GENETIC
SIMULATED ANNEALING

ALGORITHM

The genetic algorithms are a class of evolutionary
algortihms that mimic the process of natural selection
of biological nature of living organisms. When applied
to NP hard problems it has following steps.
(i) INITIAL POPULATION-The algorithm starts by
randomly generating an initial population of possible
solutions. For our problem, the population is the
randomly generated cells. We can select a cell, say cell
one and if this cell requires a channel, we start from
channel one to last and search for the best to allocate.
(ii) EVALUATION PHASE-The quality measure to
decide how fit one individual is among the whole
generation is called the fitness. In our application, we
can compare the frequency reuse distance and SNR of
all the cells created in initial population. The fitness
function is the value of both distance and SNR to
maintain least interference between co channel cells.
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(iii) SELECTION PHASE-The chromosome with better
fitness will be selected, and the others will be
eliminated. This will help improve the total fitness of
the population. After this we sort the other cells that
satisfy the condition of allocation of channel one, on the
basis of highest SNR.
(iv) CROSSOVER PHASE-After the selection step, the
eliminated individuals are added by applying crossover
to the selected individual. The selected cells can be
used to create another cells having better fitness
criterion.
(v) MUTATION PHASE-The mutation process is
carried out by changing a random bit of the new genes.
These new genes (cells) now become the next candidate
to be assigned with channel one but only if they satisfy
the fitness criterion.
The Simulated annealing is a local search algorithm. It
is based on the analogy between the process of finding a
possible best solution of a combinatorial optimization
problem and the annealing process of a solid to its
minimum energy state in statistical physics. The
searching process starts with one initial random solution.
A neighborhood of this solution is generated using any
neighborhood move rule and then the cost between
neighborhood solution and current solution can be found
with Equation,
Cdiff = Ci -Ci_1
where Cdiff represents change amount between costs
of the two solutions. Ci and Ci_1 represents
neighborhood
solution and current
solution,
respectively. If the cost decreases, the current solution
is replaced by the generated neighborhood solution.
Otherwise the current solution is replaced by the
generated neighborhood solution by a specific
possibility calculated in the next equation or a new
neighborhood solution is regenerated and steps are
repeated until this step.
Unlike other search and optimization techniques, a
genetic algorithm promises convergence but not
optimality, not even that it will find local maxima. This
implies that the choice of when to stop the genetic
algorithm is not well-defined. We stop the genetic
algorithm process when 50 generations have gone by
with no better chromosome identified. Since there is no
guarantee of optimality, successive runs of the GA will
provide different chromosomes with varying fitness
measures. This is one of the drawbacks of using a
genetic algorithm for optimization - since there is no
guarantee of optimality, there is always the chance that
there is a better chromosome lurking somewhere in the
search space. GAs are not good at identifying the
optimal value of a chromosome for a problem but do
very well in identifying the regions where those optima
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lie. Therefore, we use a hybrid GA every m
generations, we anneal the best m% of the population.
This has the effect of moving the top chromosomes in
that generation (which are the result of exponential
convergence toward the best regions) to the local
maximum in their region. combined the strengths of
genetic algorithm (GA) and simulated Annealing (SA),
to solve this problem. These two algorithms are both
naturally motivated, general purpose optimization
procedures of generating new points in the search space
by applying perturbation operators to current points [6].
The difference is that genetic algorithm operates on the
whole population and the search process may be
trapped in local optima, while simulated annealing
possesses the capability of jumping out of local
optimization. By reasonably combining the respective
advantages of the two paradigms, we develop a hybrid
genetic algorithm simulated annealing. Hence, we can
combine two algorithms, which is a relatively newer
area of research. The GA is carried out as a main frame
of this hybrid algorithm while SA is used as a local
search strategy to help GA jump out of local optima.
IV. PROPOSED MODEL
A matrix of 64x64 is created to find the distance
between the cells but for convenience we have shown
only a 10x10 matrix for the distance. The aim is provide
wireless service in providing reusable frequency
channels to the available users in a particular area.. We
have 70 total frequency bands that needs to be allocated
to the users appearing in these 64 cells. We have to
therefore allot optimum channels to the area as per the
user requirements. The scheme of channel assignment
is hybrid channel allocation which is a combination of
fixed channel allocation (FCA) and dynamic channel
allocation (DCA). The radius of each cell is assumed 1
unit and therefore the frequency reuse distance is
calculated for K=3, K=7.
We have assumed radius equal to 1 unit. If the
frequency reuse factor or the cluster size is K=3,
which implies that the frequency reuse distance is 3
units .We have divided the total 70 channels into two
subsets each of FCA and DCA. FCA set has 21
channels while DCA set has 49 channels corresponding
to a representative ratio of 21:49.
PSEUDOCODE OF HGA APPLIED TO HCA
Create a hypothetical network of 64 cells.
For all cells
1. Initialize a loop for all the cells that seek channels for
user arriving in them.
Assign channel using FCA, ELSE call HGA-HCA
2. HGA
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(i) Initialize target population
(ii) Initialize fitness function
(iii) Evaluate the required signal to noise ratio
(iv) For each channel Evaluate the cost of j for each
input
If cost > fitness function
Sort all X and select the best 4 values of X for
mating
(v) Apply crossover operation and mutation.
(vi) Apply mutation operation such that
3. a) Determine an annealing schedule T(i)
b) Use result of step 4 (ix) as input to the simulated
annealing algorithm as X’
c) WhileT(i)>Tmin
i) Generate a new solution X’’ which is a neighbor of
X’
ii) Compute ΔE= [ fitness X’ – fitness X’’ ]
iii) If ΔE<0,then always accept the move from X’ to
X’’, else accept the move with probability P
iv) T(i)=T(i)*a
end while
4. Assign channels to the cells
5. Go to step 3 for the next cell.
6. End for loop.
7. Calculate the Blocking probability
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
Distance Between each cell is calculated and the matrix
of distance between cells is formed. The distance
vectors are calculated in the matlab and the result is
displayed for distance between each of the 64 cells with
the distance of other 64 cells.
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A matrix of 64x64 is created to find the distance
between the cells but for convenience we have shown
only a 10x10 matrix for the distance. While evaluation
of fitness function distance, we refer to the distance
matrix as shown below.
The simulations are done by using MATLAB. The
performance of the proposed HGA based algorithm for
the HCA scheme is evaluated in terms of the blocking
probability for the incoming calls. The call blocking
probability is calculated by the ratio of the total number
of new call blocked and the total number of call arrived
in the cellular network system. An example of a valid
assignment of channels which fulfills the EMC
constraints for the 21:49 representative ratio of the
HCA scheme is shown in fig.2. This simulation result is
optimized by HGA and run under uniform call traffic
distribution using Table 1 and 2 as the initial rate.
Figure 2 shows the call blocking probability result
under nonuniform call traffic distribution. On the other
hand, Figure 2 also shows the call blocking probability
performance under uniform traffic distribution with
average 15 calls per minute as the initial traffic rate
shown by table 2. In the simulation results, the
percentage increase of traffic load implies that the
traffic rates for each of the cell increased by a
percentage with respect to the initial traffic rates. The
increase is ranging from a percentage of 0 to 60, with
respect to the initial traffic rates. According to Figure 2
under nonuniform traffic distribution, the lowest call
blocking probability is obtained by the 21:49 HGAHCA scheme compared with the other HCA scheme
with simple GA optimization.

.

Fig.1. Distribution of sets to cells for cluster size 3.
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Table 1: Uniform traffic distribution pattern corresponding to initial users as in [13].
y-coordinate
1

1
15

2
15

3
15

x-coordinate
4
15

5
15

6
15

7
15

2

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

3

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

4

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

5

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

6

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

7

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

Table 2: Non Uniform traffic distribution pattern corresponding to initial users as in [13].
y-coordinate
1

1
60

2
20

3
15

x-coordinate
4
30

5
15

6
60

7
30

2

60

30

15

30

20

20

60

3

15

30

20

60

60

30

20

4

60

15

20

30

20

30

60

5

20

60

15

60

20

30

20

6

30

20

20

60

30

30

60

7

60

60

15

60

15

20

30

Table 3 : Tabular representation of results compared with [13].

% Increase
in traffic
load

GA HCA
(uniform
traffic)

GA HCA
(non uniform
traffic)

HGA HCA
(uniform
traffic)
(K = 7)

HGA HCA
(non uniform
traffic)
(K = 7)

HGA HCA
(uniform
traffic)
(K = 3)

HGA HCA
(non uniform
traffic)
(K = 3)

0

0.23

0.16

.1

0.13

0.01

.10

10

0.31

0.23

.15

0.21

0.03

.20

20

0.39

0.33

.19

0.31

0.06

.28

30

0.48

0.4

.24

0.46

0.1

.42

40

0.55

0.49

.26

0.53

0.13

.48

50

0.65

0.57

.29

0.57

0.18

.50

60

0.75

0.75

.33

0.59

0.2

.52
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0.7

blocking probability

0.6
0.5

GA HCA(non uniform traffic)

0.4

HGA HCA(uniform traffic)

0.3

GA HCA(uniform traffic)

0.2

HGA HCA(non uniform
traffic)2

0.1
0
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

% increase in traffic load

Fig. 2. The graph clearly shows superiority of HGA HCA over other schemes.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper demonstrates the application of heuristic
algorithms to solve NP hard problems arising in
wireless communication systems. This study has
considered Hybrid Genetic Algorithm as an
optimization algorithm to achieve the research objective
to solve the realistic problem of channel allocation for
GSM cellular networks.
The hybridization of Genetic Algorithm with Simulated
Annealing gives improved performance in terms of
SNR.
It is demonstrated that the SNR level close to 40 dB is
achieved in all the simulation. This level of SNR
provides superior quality of communication. In this we
have easily allocate the channels according to the need
of SNR and frequency reuse distance with the help of
GA and at last we have seen that with the help of
limited number of frequency channels we fulfill the
need of all cells and also the blocking portability is
reduced.
Future work will consider other efficient problem
mapping schemes such as tree encoding scheme and
problem-specific genetic operator to enhance the
performance. The fitness function is necessary to drive
the evolution of the population toward the optimal
solutions, the fitness function successfully involved the
desired signal components and the estimator cut-off
parameter, thus, a combined optimization is achieved

and the need for a separate channel estimator is thus
eliminated. However, this combination is very simple
and future work will consider other cost functions,
which would hopefully produce more promising results
Therefore, the GA approach became a first choice for
the solutions and also produced very encouraging
results. However, if the problem is formulated to a
linear programming model when the resource (UB) is
allowed to be real value of integer value, other methods
such as Mixed Integer Programming can possibly solve
the problem in polynomial time. This could be
considered in the future work.
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